Abstract-Generating unit tests automatically saves time over writing tests manually and can lead to higher code coverage. However, automatically generated tests are usually not based on realistic scenarios, and are therefore generally considered to be less readable. This places a question mark over their practical value: Every time a test fails, a developer has to decide whether this failure has revealed a regression fault in the program under test, or whether the test itself needs to be updated. Does the fact that automatically generated tests are harder to read outweigh the time-savings gained by their automated generation, and render them more of a hindrance than a help for software maintenance? In order to answer this question, we performed an empirical study in which participants were presented with an automatically generated or manually written failing test, and were asked to identify and fix the cause of the failure. Our experiment and two replications resulted in a total of 150 data points based on 75 participants. Whilst maintenance activities take longer when working with automatically generated tests, we found developers to be equally effective with manually written and automatically generated tests. This has implications on how automated test generation is best used in practice, and it indicates a need for research into the generation of more realistic tests.
I. INTRODUCTION
Developers can save time and effort by generating unit tests automatically. Automatically generated tests can be integrated into the code base of the program under test just like manually written tests, where they support developers during software maintenance [1] . Good tests should not merely detect undesired modifications of the code by failing, but should also provide guidance to the developer in correcting the undesired modification to make the test pass again. Furthermore, desired code changes may require the test code to be modified in order to avoid spurious test failures. Accordingly, a good test case should not only be sensitive to deviations from the intended behavior, but should also be maintainable in its own right; it should be easy to understand so that it can be readily adapted to changes in the rest of the code base as it evolves.
It is far from clear that automatically generated tests satisfy these latter requirements. Instead of capturing realistic scenarios (as manually written tests commonly do), automatically generated tests tend to simply concatenate expressions that have the narrower aim of leading to code coverage. This is cause for concern, as software maintenance is commonly accepted to not only be difficult [1] , but also to account for around 60% of the total software costs [2] . What if the time saved by generating tests automatically comes at a net cost? What if automatically generated tests end up requiring more time to understand, and offer less reliable indicators to the whereabouts of bugs in the source code? What if manual tests, though more expensive to construct, are ultimately better able to support the developer during routine software maintenance tasks?
Common approaches to evaluate automated test generation tools cannot answer these questions, as they focus on test adequacy measures such as code coverage or estimates of their fault detection ability (e.g., mutation scores). These measures neither evaluate whether the tests help developers to distinguish between desired or undesired modifications, nor do they evaluate whether the tests themselves are maintainable and support developers when maintaining code. To investigate this unexplored aspect of automatically generated tests, we conducted an empirical study to specifically evaluate their influence on developers' effort and effectiveness when performing software maintenance tasks.
The scenario of our controlled experiment represents a developer facing a test failure. The developer has to identify and fix the cause of this failure. If the test fails because the code does not satisfy the specification, the code needs to be fixed to make the test pass again. Otherwise, if the test fails in error, the developer must fix the test to match the specification. We instantiated this maintenance scenario using real test failures produced by developers whilst performing implementation tasks, and compared manually written tests to tests generated automatically with the EvoSuite [3] tool.
In detail, the contributions of this paper are as follows:
• Experiment Design: We present a comprehensive controlled experiment design, refined using two pilot studies with 20 participants, to evaluate automated test generation in terms of maintenance effort and effectiveness (Sec. III).
• Experiment Results: We present the results of our experiment and two replications, resulting in a total of 150 data-points based on 75 participants (Sec. IV). Our experiments yield the following key results:
• Developers are as effective at maintenance tasks with generated tests as they are with manually written tests. This observation is an important reinforcement of existing and ongoing work in automated test generation.
• Developers are less efficient at performing maintenance tasks with generated tests. This suggests that future research is necessary to identify the best ways to integrate automated test generation into the developer workflow. For example, integrating generated tests into the code base might make more sense when software is close to completion, whereas before that they could be re-generated on demand, rather than maintained.
• Developers are more skeptical of generated tests than manual tests, and would tend to blame test failures on the tests as opposed to the program code. This provides evidence for common presumptions about generated tests, and reinforces ongoing research on improving or explaining generated tests (e.g., [4] - [6] ).
• Developers find automatically generated tests harder to understand, despite these tests being less complex, because they execute unrealistic scenarios. Thus, beyond ongoing efforts to improve readability or to explain tests, there is a need to investigate ways in which generated tests can be made to resemble realistic scenarios. Since our findings raise new questions on how to best use automated test generation tools, we provide a thorough description of our experimental setup and methodology and a replication artifact. We hope to thereby lay the ground for further replications and related studies to investigate these questions, and to learn more about the effects of automated test generation at different stages during software development.
II. BACKGROUND

A. Automated Test Generation
Unit tests for object oriented software consist of sequences of calls to classes under test. Randomly generating such sequences can be effective at finding undeclared exceptions [7] or violations of code contracts [8] , [9] . By adding assertions that capture the state of the current program [10] , [11] these tests can also be used for regression testing [8] , [12] , [13] . A multitude of search-based (e.g., [14] - [18] ) and symbolic execution-based (e.g., [19] - [21] ) test generators exist, which intend to overcome some of the intrinsic limitations of random testing by aiming to cover as much code as possible with the smallest possible test suites. EvoSuite is a competitive example of such advanced test generation tools (e.g., [22] ).
B. Test Evolution
Test code has to evolve alongside the rest of the source code. Changes to the application code can render tests obsolete or require the addition of new tests. As such, test code is subject to the same problems that arise in conventional software maintenance; the code can evolve, can deteriorate in quality, and become harder to understand and fix as time passes [23] .
The need for maintenance action is often triggered by a failing test. Dealing with a failing test can potentially be a time consuming task. Although some automated solutions have been proposed, these tend to focus on relatively specific tasks, such as changing assertions to make failing tests pass [24] , [25] , fixing test compilation errors after the code under test has been changed [26] , [27] , or deciding whether a test failure is due to a problem with the test code or the code of the program under test [28] . Although promising, these approaches have not passed into widespread use. By and large, in practice the bulk of the process-diagnosing a failing test case, determining a cause (either in the test code or program code) and applying a fix-is a manual one.
C. Evaluating Generated Tests
The most common approach to evaluating automatically generated test sets is in terms of their capacity to expose faults. Accordingly, their evaluation tends to focus on conventional test adequacy metrics such as code coverage or mutation scores. Whilst many of the test generators that have been evaluated in these terms have been shown to be effective, it appears that their uptake in practice has been low. This indicates barriers to adoption that have not been highlighted in previous studies.
In order to discover what these barriers might be, test generators need to be evaluated in a more realistic context, where developers need to interact with them continuously and to maintain and evolve test code and application code in tandem. There are some noteworthy studies that measured the influence of automatically generated tests on developers (e.g., [4] , [5] , [29] , [30] , discussed in more detail in Section VI). However, studies that attempt to go beyond test adequacy to assess generated tests are rare, and none of them have provided insight into our specific problem, which is assessing the value of automatically generated test cases in a maintenance context.
III. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
This paper investigates the performance of developers on maintenance tasks that are triggered by the failure of manually written or automatically generated unit tests. To this end we conducted a controlled experiment intended to recreate a typical software maintenance scenario: a test has failed, and the developer has to identify and solve the problem, either by fixing the application code, or by updating the test code.
By collecting data on the correctness and duration of maintenance activities as well as qualitative survey responses, we aim to answer the following research questions:
How do automatically generated tests influence. . . RQ1 The effectiveness of developers when identifying maintenance tasks? Does the accuracy of developers at determining the source of a problem upon a test failure change when using generated tests? RQ2 The effectiveness of developers when performing maintenance tasks? Do developers produce correct fixes more or less often when using generated tests? RQ3 The efficiency of developers when identifying and performing maintenance tasks? Does it take longer to execute maintenance tasks when using generated tests? RQ4 The developers' perception of maintenance tasks? Do developers find it easier to maintain when using generated tests, and are they more confident in their solutions?
The remainder of this section describes the experimental setup and the procedure for the controlled experiment in detail.
A. Participant Selection
We recruited participants by emailing invitations to Software Engineering and Computer Science undergraduate and graduate students at the University of Sheffield (UK) and the University of Leicester (UK). The main requirements to participate were basic programming skills and a basic command of the Java language and the JUnit framework. Moreover, participants were required to take and pass (answer correctly at least 3 out of 5 questions) an online quiz specifically designed to test their Java and JUnit expertise. As a result, 75 participants (55% undergraduate (BSc), 45% postgraduate (MSc, PhD, PostDoc)) took part in the study and were remunerated GBP20 in cash for their work. Participants had diverse backgrounds: 92% had two or more years of programming experience, 68% had two or more years of experience with Java, 83% had used JUnit before, and 67% had performed some software maintenance task before. Eleven students failed the qualification quiz and hence were not invited to take part in the study.
B. Object Selection
To conduct the experiment we required realistic, faulty implementations and faulty tests (both manually and automatically generated). Although mutants can serve as proxy for real faults when evaluating test effectiveness [31] , their suitability for software maintenance experiments is less clear. Therefore, we aimed to find real faults. Although some repositories exist that provide seeded and real code faults [32] , [33] , we are not aware of any similar dataset for test faults. This lack of dedicated artifacts led us to the study by Rojas et al. [34] which, to the best of our knowledge, is the only study where both code and unit tests were produced by human participants. Their 46 participants were asked to manually develop implementations and write unit tests for four reasonably-sized Java classes according to their provided JavaDoc specifications. Besides these 46 sets of implementations and test suites, the dataset also contains the original open-source implementations and test suites for these four classes, referred to as golden implementations and test suites. Their artifacts have already been used independently by other researchers, e.g., for automated oracle generation [35] .
We selected our experimental objects by searching for faulty implementations and test suites in this dataset. In particular, we were interested in minimally-faulty implementations and test suites produced by developers who performed well in their implementation and testing tasks but made subtle mistakes. That is, we looked for: (1) faulty implementations written by participants, differing from the golden implementation by exactly one failing golden test; and (2) faulty test suites that contain exactly one test which fails on the golden implementation but passes on the participant's implementation.
As a result of our search in this dataset, we selected the failing tests and corresponding implementations for classes FixedOrderComparator (referred to as comparator in the rest of the paper) and ListPopulation (listpopulation), which complied with our selection criteria (see Table I for more details). For each golden and resp. minimally-faulty version, we then used EvoSuite to generate exactly one unit test that failed on the minimally-faulty and resp. the golden version. To conceal the origin of the source code and tests, we then unified Java package names, and used uniform class and test names.
We manually investigated the faults and ensured that their fix is challenging but achievable in a short controlled session. To illustrate the type of artifacts selected, Figure 1 and Figure 2 show the faulty implementations of the selected classes, including examples of correct fixes. As examples for test-fixing artifacts, Figure 3 and Figure 4 respectively show the failing manually written and automatically generated tests used for comparator, along with the required fix. When selecting faults, we tried to balance the difficulty of the required fixes, aiming for bugs that could be fixed with a few lines of code.
C. Tasks
The failure of a test can generally be traced back to a regression in the source code or a defect in the test, e.g., as a result of a feature change. We build these two scenarios into our experiment setup by considering two types of maintenance tasks: code-fixing and test-fixing. Since we are interested in the effects of generated tests on these types of tasks, we consider two treatments: manual and generated. For each of the two selected classes (comparator and listpopulation), we have the following experiment tasks:
• codefix, manual : Faulty implementation, manually written golden test.
• codefix, generated : Faulty implementation, test automatically generated for golden implementation.
• testfix, manual : Golden implementation, faulty manually written test.
• testfix, generated : Golden implementation, faulty test automatically generated for faulty implementation. By construction, the tests in all tasks are in failure, indicating a fault in either the code (codefix tasks) or in the test itself 1 (testfix tasks). Given the source code of the class under test, the specification of the expected code behavior in JavaDoc form, and a JUnit class consisting of only the failing test, the participants had to identify the required type of fix and record their decisions. The correctness of their decision was then revealed, and they had to accordingly produce and submit either a codefix or a testfix.
D. Experiment Procedure
The experiments started with a 20-minute refresher tutorial on the use of JUnit and a walk-through of the tasks involved in the study. Then, two main sessions followed, each with a maximum length of 60 minutes and a 5-minute break in between. Each participant was assigned two maintenance tasks, one per session. To prevent any learning effects, no participant was assigned the same fix type or class across sessions (e.g., if the participant's first assignment was codefix on comparator, then the second assignment was testfix on listpopulation).
Participants started each session by launching a fully-featured Eclipse Kepler IDE instance, with a pre-configured workspace according to their assigned tasks (a Java project with the class implementation, its dependencies and the failing test). The rest of the environment consisted of the Ubuntu Linux OS and Java SE 7u55. Participants were encouraged to use any technique they considered appropriate to approach their maintenance tasks, e.g., running the failing test, checking coverage, using the IDE's debugging feature, making temporary changes, etc.
A typical maintenance scenario upon a test failure involves (a) identifying whether the code or the test needs fixing (decision), and (b) actually performing the fix (fixing). Although these activities generally intertwine [36] , a natural dependency exists between them: a correct fix is only possible if the cause of the failure is correctly identified first. This gives rise to the potential problem that if a participant makes the wrong decision (contradicting their task), his/her fix would be invalid. To minimize this risk, we required participants to record their decision as soon as they made it. If their decision was correct, they simply continued with their assigned task, but if they made the wrong decision (and were on course to perform the wrong maintenance task), we revealed their assigned task (codefix or testfix) in an effort to steer them towards completion. We encouraged the participants to reach a decision 30 minutes into their task, reminding them that declaring "I don't know" was a valid choice in case they were not sure of their answers; 30 minutes was determined adequate after the pilot studies (see Section III-F). Although somewhat extrinsic to the maintenance process, this "decision checkpoint" was necessary to prevent the loss of valuable data-points in the study. (See discussion of threats to validity in Section III-I.)
E. Data Collection
For each performed task, participants produced three outcomes: their decisions, their fixes, and their answers to an exit survey. Decisions and fixes were collected via a dedicated website. Decisions were submitted by simply clicking one of three choices (codefix, testfix, or don't know). Fixes were submitted by uploading either the class under test or the JUnit test suite containing a single test. Survey answers were collected using Google Forms. The survey questionnaire consisted of the Likert-scale questions shown in Figure 7 , freeform questions asking participants to describe their approach to the maintenance task, and questions on the challenges faced.
F. Pilots and Replications
Two pilot studies were conducted to finalize the experimental setup described in this section. The first pilot was conducted at the National University of Quilmes (AR) with 13 participants on June 2, 2016. The second one, with an improved setup, was conducted at the University of Buenos Aires (AR) with 7 students on June 26, 2016.
The main study comprises a baseline experiment and two exact replications where only the subject pool changed [37] . The baseline experiment took place at the University of Sheffield (UK) on December 2, 2016 (24 participants). Two exact replications were conducted so that the results could be combined, to achieve a sufficiently large number of participants and improve confidence in our findings. The first replication took place on December 6, 2016 at University of Leicester (UK) (27 participants), and the second replication took place at the University of Sheffield (UK) on December 9, 2016 (24 participants).
G. Data Analysis
We first evaluate the time it took participants to decide the type of fix needed and the correctness of these decisions. We then evaluate the time taken by the participants to perform the actual fixes. Finally, we measure the quality of their submitted solutions. The measurement of the quality of the solution differs Any test-fixes with disagreement on the categorization that could not be resolved by discussion were then evaluated using mutation-analysis. We used the Major mutation framework [38] to determine whether all mutants killed by the golden tests were also killed by the fixed tests submitted by the participants. If the fixed test killed all mutants killed by the golden test, then we marked the solution as correct, as it satisfies the same test purpose. If some of the mutants killed by the golden test survived the fixed test, then this indicates that the original test purpose is no longer satisfied, and such a testfix was marked as incorrect. For example, this happens when assertions or method calls are removed from the test to make it pass. Overall, out of 75 testfix submissions, a clear decision could not be made only for 11, out of which seven were classified as "correct" and four as "incorrect" using this methodology.
H. Statistical Analysis
To measure statistical significance when comparing treatments, the following tests were used: (1) for comparisons of duration values, we used the non-parametric Mann-Whitney U test [39] , (2) for comparisons of correctness, we used the non-parametric Fisher's exact test [40] . Non-parametric tests were used as the Shapiro-Wilk test did not confirm a normal distribution. Besides significance at α < 0.05, we also report all p-values to allow readers to better interpret the results.
I. Threats to Validity
Empirical studies are essential to validate and understand the merits of new software engineering technologies. However, a number of challenges arise when involving human participants [41] , ranging from difficulties in recruiting participants, to task design, and risk of inconclusive results due to limited statistical power. Although we followed a rigorous methodology based on existing guidelines and best practices [42] , like any other empirical study [43] , ours has threats to validity. a) Participants: All participants in our study have a software engineering or computer science background. A study of this magnitude (75 participants) would be hard to carry out without the help of a student population. Whereas there are some contrasting views on whether students can be representatives of real world professionals [44] - [46] , more recent work suggests that when empirical studies are carefully scoped, similar performance is observed between students and professionals [47] . To reduce this threat, we selected only participants that passed our competency test (see Section III-A).
b) Objects: The artifacts used in our experiment were created by human developers in a previous unit testing empirical study [34] . The authors of that study selected them from a collection of open-source projects using a well-defined systematic protocol. We borrowed these artifacts due to their manageable size, availability, and amenability for our purposes. A possible threat to validity is that the defects produced in that study may not be representative of defects introduced in larger industrial projects. However, while the changes are mostly small, in practice a large number of maintenance tasks may involve small fixes. For instance, nearly half (47%) of the bug-fixes of the Defects4J (v1.1) collection of bugs [33] require two or less lines of code to be added and/or removed.
c) Generated tests: EvoSuite was the only tool used to generate the automated tests used in this study. EvoSuite was selected for two reasons: (a) it is representative of the state of the art in unit test generation; and (b) adding a tool producing different types of tests, e.g., Randoop [8] , would have either required 50% more participants to achieve the same high number of data-points per treatment, or dropping one of the classes. Faced with these less desirable alternatives, the most reasonable choice is to rely on future replications, as common with empirical studies [43] . d) Procedure: All participants performed a codefix and a testfix task, in random order and with random manual/generated treatment. To avoid participants inferring the second task based on their first one, we told participants that they may have to perform the same type of task twice due to the random assignment. To avoid an intrinsic human bias against automatically generated tests, participants were not made aware of the origin of the test they worked with, neither explicitly (they were not told which task they were assigned) nor implicitly (we used uniform class and test names).
Identifying and performing fixes are highly complementary activities. As mentioned in Section III-D, a decision checkpoint was used to steer participants who were struggling to identify their assigned tasks. This allowed us to elicit fixes matching assigned tasks from all participants and within our time constraints. As a trade-off, our efficiency results may not generalize to contexts where developers have unlimited time to complete the maintenance tasks. To increase confidence in our findings, we can confirm that all trends observed in Table III and Figure 6 persist when looking exclusively at participants who made the right maintenance decisions.
Participants were unfamiliar with the tests and classes under test used in our study. While this is a common scenario in practice, e.g., when maintaining legacy code, our findings may not generalize to contexts where developers are more familiar There is a risk that our data collection framework could contain bugs that affect our analysis. This was mitigated by conducting preliminary pilot studies where we tested the reliability of all the functionalities of the framework (e.g., recording responses and submitting artifacts).
f) Data Analysis: We used test execution results as well as mutation analysis to help assess the correctness of the submissions (both for test and code fixes). As such, bugs in our analysis scripts as well as the quality of the golden test suites may result in submissions being misclassified. To mitigate this threat, we manually evaluated all submissions as detailed in Section III-G, and make all our experiment material publicly available for scrutiny and replication. g) Statistical Significance: Due to the intrinsic limitations of empirical studies involving humans (e.g., recruiting participants and assigning tasks), their results tend to offer limited statistical power and inconclusive answers [43] . While our study is already large, further replications [37] will be necessary to confirm the generalizability of our conclusions.
IV. RESULTS
Our study (baseline experiment and two exact replications) resulted in a total of 150 data-points based on 75 participants. In this section we present the results of the analysis, as described in the previous section, for each of the research questions.
A. RQ1 (Effectiveness): How do automatically generated tests influence the effectiveness of developers at identifying maintenance tasks?
Table II summarizes the effectiveness of participants at identifying whether the fault lies in the code or in the test. Overall, there is almost no difference between the use of generated and manually written tests: respectively 43/75 and 44/75 decisions based on manually written and generated tests tests were correct. However, different trends are observed between the codefix and testfix tasks. When the fault lies in the test, the number of correct decisions is substantially higher for generated tests (27/38 vs. 22/37 with manually written tests). In contrast, recognizing that the code needs to be fixed appears to be easier using manually written tests, as particularly shown by the listpopulation class (16/19 vs. 9/19 with generated tests). Our conjecture is that developers might be more likely to blame tests that they find harder to understand-and, arguably, in this case the generated tests are less readable.
RQ1: Overall, developers were equally accurate at identifying maintenance tasks when using manually written
and automatically generated tests.
B. RQ2 (Effectiveness): How do automatically generated tests influence the effectiveness of developers at performing maintenance tasks?
When looking at the effectiveness at correctly performing their maintenance tasks (Table III) , we observe that participants were overall similarly effective at producing correct fixes given generated or manually written tests. A small (statistically insignificant) increase in successful task completion of 4% can be observed when developers were guided by manually written tests (46/75) compared to generated tests (43/75). In particular, participants submitted slightly more correct code fixes when guided by manually written tests (25/38) than when guided by generated tests (20/37) . The difference is even smaller (arguably negligible) for testfix tasks, where generated tests led to only two more correct test fixes than manually written tests (23/38 vs 21/37). This similar effectiveness also holds when looking only at participants who correctly identified the maintenance task (all data can be found in the replication package).
Looking at individual classes, the general pattern is reflected well in the comparator class, where participants produced correct fixes more often when using manually written tests (14/19) than generated tests (9/18); fixing the generated tests for this class seems to be easier (17/19) than fixing the manually written tests (12/19) . For the listpopulation class, the participants were equally effective at codefix tasks given either manually written or generated tests (11/19) . However, in this case the generated test was slightly more difficult to fix (6/19) than the manually written test (9/18). Our conjecture is, again, that readability is a contributing factor. For example, for both testfix tasks the test with slightly less correct fixes (comparator/manual, listpopulation/generated) contains a try/catch construct to expect exceptions, which may impact readability (even though the try/catch construct is not involved in the fix)-we discuss this further in Section V-C.
RQ2: Developers were similarly effective at producing correct fixes with generated or manually written tests.
C. RQ3 (Efficiency): How do automatically generated tests influence the efficiency of developers when identifying and performing maintenance tasks?
Having established that developers were similarly effective at maintaining code and tests when supported by generated or manually written tests, we now analyze developers' maintenance efficiency. We first consider the time developers needed to identify whether the class under test or the test code needed maintenance ( Figure 5 ). We then take a look at how this identification time grows into overall efficiency ( Figure 6 ). Figure 5 compares the time spent for the decision tasks between generated and manually written tests. Overall, these efficiency results resemble the effectiveness results discussed in RQ1 and RQ2, in that there is mostly no significant difference between generated and manually written tests. The only exception is the testfix task of the comparator class, where the time for the generated test is significantly longer than for the manually written counterpart. This might be related to the higher number of method calls and assertions in the generated test, and thus its overall readability.
Looking at the total time developers spent on identifying their tasks and effectively performing the necessary fixes reveals a clear trend in favor of manually written tests. As Figure 6 shows, it took participants significantly longer (p = 0.008) to complete their tasks when using generated tests. This trend holds across task types and classes-although the distinction is particularly evident with listpopulation-and suggests that automatically generated tests are less helpful for code fixing and harder to fix when they break than manually written tests. These trends also hold when looking only at the overall efficiency of participants who submitted correct fixes (data for this can be found in our accompanied artifact package).
Comparing the duration times shown in Figure 5 and Figure 6 shows that participants invested 50% of their time in identifying the source of a problem. We also observe that participants who failed to correctly identify their tasks took as long to implement fixes as those who accurately identified their tasks. This is surprising, considering that the former group had to review and understand the failing test and code before proceeding to perform their fixes. Ultimately, this suggests that, irrespective of the fix type and origin of the failing tests, participants struggled to actually implement satisfactory fixes.
RQ3: Developers were significantly more efficient at maintenance tasks when using manually written failing tests. Figure 7 summarizes answers to the survey questions, for test-fixing and code-fixing tasks. Overall, the participants found the task clear (Question 1), and the allocated time sufficient (Question 2). The participants also reported little difficulty with the task of identifying the fault (Question 3). For the remaining questions, notice that while small differences can be observed between manually written and generated tests, the majority of participants had a similar opinion about the questions. When attempting to fix the fault in the test, more participants found fixing manually written tests easier than generated tests. Conversely, when fixing the fault in the code, participants found the code-fixing task easier using generated tests, than when given manually written tests (Question 4). This, however, is in contrast with the actual success outcome of the participants (cf . Table III) , which is likely due to confusion caused by the randomness and structurally-simple nature of the generated tests (i.e., while it may be hard to determine what the test intends to do, ultimately these tests are comprised of simple sequences of test statements). Given that it is hard to understand the intent of an automatically generated test, it is understandable that fixing a test is easier when it is manually written. However, when fixing code, even if the purpose of the test is difficult to understand, the test might still be simple enough to help the developer at least localize the fault in the code. In line with observations from previous studies [29] , a useful application may be to use the failing test mostly as an oracle for the bugfix instead of investing time in trying to fully understand it.
D. RQ4 (Perception): How do automatically generated tests influence the developers' perception of maintenance tasks?
Participants reported higher confidence in the correctness of their fix for both code and test fixing tasks when using manually written tests (Question 5). This is to be expected as automatically generated tests contain relatively random sequences of statements. As such it can be challenging for a developer to surmise the expected behavior of the test.
For understanding the class under test, there was little difference between participants who were trying to fix manually written tests versus those who were trying to fix generated ones. However, when given faulty code, participants found manually written tests more helpful to understand the class under test (Question 6). One plausible explanation for this is the fact that manually written tests can often work as documentation of the intended behavior of the program.
Participants found understanding generated tests slightly easier than manually written tests when they needed to fix the tests (Question 7). This suggests that when participants know that a test is broken, they find generated tests less confusing. However, when required to use the tests to fix a fault in the code, participants found manually written tests easier to understand compared to automatically generated tests. This supports our previous conjectures that participants find automated tests more difficult to understand. Also, supporting our previous observations, we found that participants had higher confidence in the quality of their fix when a manually written test was involved (Question 8, test-fixing). Moreover, they found manually written tests more useful for undertaking codefixing tasks (Question 8, code-fixing).
RQ4: Developers were less confident about their actions when guided by generated tests and perceived them as less
helpful for understanding the maintenance tasks.
V. DETAILED DISCUSSION
Our results suggest that automatically generated tests affect maintenance efficiency and confidence, but not effectiveness. In this section, we discuss root-causes and implications.
A. Do generated tests hinder maintenance?
The observation that the accuracy of maintenance decisions and tasks was hardly affected by automatically generated tests is an important result, as a reduction in accuracy would be a potential obstacle for the adoption of automated test generation. However, the increase of 29% in the time taken for maintenance given automatically generated tests indicates that there is a trade-off: Although automated test generation can save time during development (Rojas et al. [34] reported a reduction of 36%), this could end up being repaid during maintenance.
Determining whether this is indeed the case requires further research and depends on a host of factors. There is the amount of maintenance that needs to be performed; if the project is immature and unstable (requiring frequent maintenance activities), the cost of using automatically generated tests might be higher than if the project is mature and stable. There is also the question of how automated test generation is applied, where it fits into the development process, and how it supports existing manual tests. Automatically generated tests can be discarded and re-generated at any point with little or no effort (as opposed to manually written tests), which provides the opportunity to tailor processes to minimize the maintenance overhead of generated tests, whilst maximizing their impact.
It might also be that an increase in maintenance time is perfectly acceptable, if this is the price of better software quality. Our experiment implicitly assumes that manually written tests are replaced with generated tests -maybe we need to more fundamentally change the testing process with automated test generators. What if developers are more likely to test, write more testable code, or write more assertions and code contracts, given automated test generation tools? Whether better software quality is actually something that automated test generation can achieve is, once again, a matter of further research.
B. What makes generated tests difficult to understand?
Given that the tests in our experiment were not accompanied by comments or descriptive names, participants had to read the test code and infer the original intention of the test. Intuitively, this can be challenging for generated tests, where the statements are based on random generation and variables have artificial names-which would explain the increase of 29% in the time taken for maintenance given automatically generated tests.
Responses to the free-form questions in the exit survey seem to corroborate this intuition. [48] Eclipse plug-in); even more so when given generated tests (61.0%). Considering that documentation is perceived helpful, this provides further incentive for research on generating test documentation (e.g., [4] , [49] ). The general problem of understandability also suggests that more work on improving the representation [5] , [30] would be useful. Ideally, however, tests should be generated that are more realistic to begin with, instead of trying to explain unrealistic tests.
C. Types of test fixes and their influence
Our data also provides insights into how types of test fix tasks influence efficiency. In particular, our data shows that when the problems with a test were restricted to its assertions, then developers were quickly able to identify and fix the error (for both manually and automatically generated tests). An example can be seen in Figure 4 , Lines 7-8, where participants only had to change the expected value in the assertion.
This was not the case when the behavior of the test itself had to be changed. When this was the case, participants struggled more with manually written tests (63% correct fixes in comparison to 89% when given automatically generated tests, for the comparator class, see Table III ). An example of this can be found in the comparator task, when the behavior of the class under test had to change from checking for empty arrays to checking for null parameters (Figure 3, Lines 3-4) .
A similar trend was noticed when participants had to fix tests with exceptional behavior. In this case the participants seemed more confused about whether the test intended to test a) exceptional behavior (i.e., the unit test checks whether a method throws an exception), b) the non-exceptional behavior (i.e., the unit test checks that a method does not throw a certain exception), or c) some aspect of the method itself, regardless of whether it throws an exception or not. Indeed, this confusion was reflected in our results: when test-fixing involved a test-case with exceptional behavior, participants took slightly longer (3'12" longer on average) and made more mistakes (8 fewer correct fixes), for both generated and manually-written tests. Interestingly, this was not the case when the code needed to be fixed. However, generated tests are intuitively more likely to reflect exceptional behavior, as they use nonsensical inputs and unrealistic sequences of calls. Thus, future studies are necessary to investigate how exceptional behavior in tests affects the overall maintenance effort.
VI. RELATED WORK
While the most common way to evaluate automated test generation tools is in terms of coverage or fault detection (e.g., [50] ), there are several studies that involved human participants. Although the studies by Fraser et al. [51] and Rojas et al. [34] are related as they are based on the same test generation tool (EvoSuite), these studies compare the behavior of participants when writing their own tests compared to the use of test generators, rather than comparing how participants work with existing tests. However, the studies by Ceccato et al. [29] , Panichella et al. [4] , and Daka et al. [5] involved participants performing tasks related to test understanding or maintenance.
Ceccato et al. [29] compared the effectiveness and efficiency of human participants at debugging, given manually written and automatically generated test cases. Debugging of test failures caused by faults in the code is also one aspect of our experiments, and our results for RQ2 corroborate the results of one of their experiments (based on EvoSuite and 15 experienced developers), in that the accuracy at fixing a bug in the code seems to be independent of the origin of the failing tests. However, our study goes beyond the debugging task considered by Ceccato et al. : We investigate the more holistic task of diagnosing a test failure with respect to the specification, identifying the causing fault, and performing a fix, which can be applied not only on the code, but also on the tests. This is not only a fundamentally different experiment design (using real code/test faults, specifications, etc.), but also requires participants to apply a completely different approach to scrutinizing and understanding the test and program code. Indeed our experiments have shown that the necessity to understand the test cases has clear effects on identifying and fixing application code (RQ3), whereas Ceccato et al. note that "[e]xperienced subjects did not spend time understanding the purpose of the test cases", but rather focused on understanding the buggy code. Contrasting these two alternative perspectives on the problem of using automatically generated tests suggests that a particularly suitable application of automatically generated tests might be to trigger violations of code assertions or code contracts, such that developer interactions with the tests are restricted to plain debugging.
The studies by Panichella et al. [4] and Daka et al. [5] focused specifically on the role of the understandability of generated tests. The study by Panichella et al. [4] provided participants with two types of tests (conventional tests, and tests accompanied by textual test summaries) to debug the program under test. While this scenario does not include the possibility for tests requiring fixes (as is the case in our experiment), the results did show that providing natural text summaries of tests, and thus supporting test understanding, makes participants more effective at deciding when a test reveals a fault. Similarly, Daka et al. [5] investigated the effect of test readability on the time it takes developers to predict whether a generated test would pass or fail. Participants were given two types of tests (conventional generated tests, and generated tests that had been optimized for readability). They established that readability did indeed have a significant impact on the time taken by developers to reach a decision at a similar level of accuracy; our experiment results corroborate these findings.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
Automated test generation is commonly evaluated in relatively narrow terms-usually in terms of the code coverage the generated test suites achieve, or their capacity to expose faults. In this paper we have sought to evaluate automatically generated tests in terms of a more applied software-engineering context: to see how helpful they are with respect to software maintenance tasks. To this end, we created an elaborate study setup, and used it in a controlled experiment and two replications, resulting in a total of 150 data-points based on 75 participants.
A primary finding of our experiment is that the effectiveness of developers at performing maintenance tasks is not affected by the use of automatically generated tests; our participants were similarly effective at fixing generated and manually written tests, and they were similarly effective at fixing code in order to make generated or manually written tests pass. This is an important reinforcement for automated test generation: Although practitioners are often still skeptical of automatically generated tests, we show that these tests are as supportive as manually written tests during software maintenance.
However, our results show maintenance tasks take longer with generated tests. Developers perceive automatically generated tests to be less helpful for understanding maintenance tasks, and generated tests induce less confidence in developers carrying out maintenance tasks. This calls for research on improving or explaining generated tests (e.g., [4] - [6] ). It would be even better, though possibly even more challenging than explaining unrealistic or confusing tests, to generate tests that represent realistic, understandable scenarios in the first place.
Finally, our results provide insights into how automatic test generators might best be integrated into the software development workflow-a question which, to date, has seen little research (e.g., [52] ), and may be affecting adoption of automated test generators in practice. Maintaining generated tests can take more time, and using automated test generation tools may at the same time lead to more tests. Thus, it might be best to integrate automatically generated tests into the code base only at later development stages (see Section V-A), when the rate of change reduces, whereas it might be more useful to simply re-generate tests during more active development phases. However, it might also be that the use of automated test generation requires a more fundamental change of the development and testing process, for example by moving the manual effort of writing tests to writing assertions.
To validate and generalize the results of our empirical study and our conclusions, further replications are important [37] (e.g., using larger code-bases, larger fixes, expert developers, other test-generation tools, complete test suites instead of exactly one failing test, etc.). To this extent, we make all experimental material available as a comprehensive artifact package at http://evosuite.org/maintenance.
